
Little Few

Name: Date: __/__/20__

That bought him a _________ time, didn't it?1. little

He stood towards it, but the wind was light, and _________ progress was
made.
2. little

It is necessary to repeat the operation in a _________ days.3. few

In a _________ moments I met Capt.4. few

A _________ minutes later the river received them.5. few

They have little idea of attention and _________ power to study.6. little

It was finished only a _________ days ago.7. few

Her _________ air of having settled the matter left him smiling but serious.8. little

But fish are poor things after all and bring _________ money.9. little

A _________ freedom in the fresh air will do you good.10. little

When the fit was over, he was considered as what he really was, a man of
quick apprehension and fluent elocution, with no originality, with _________
information, and with a taste as bad as his heart.

11.
little

The candles, unheeded both by Emily and him, burned on with long
wicks, giving _________ light in the silent room, over which the red glare from
the hearth shed a lurid glow.

12.
little

The counsellor followed a _________ steps behind.13. few

He shall have a _________ happiness if it is in my power to give it him.14. little

I can make it out exactly, if you will give me a _________ time to think it
over.
15. little

I have had so _________ treasures in my life.16. few

It was a quiet road and he met _________ persons.17. few
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Where there's muckle courtesy there's _________ kindness.18. little

A _________ skilful questions would reveal the truth.19. few

It was only natural that a mother who had failed to capture an eldest son
should be tempted to take her _________ revenge; so Mme.
20.

little
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